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It is with deep regret that the Authority records the death, in January, 1968, 
of Mr. R. Townsley and wishes to place on record an appreciation of his services. 
Mr. Townsley was Vice-Chairman of the Authority from its first Meeting in 1964 
until November 1967 when he declined re-appointment because of ill-health. He 
was a member of the former Cumberland River Board from 1955 to 1965 and 
gave many years voluntary service to a variety of public bodies. 
During the year Mr. P. J. Liddell, Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the 
Fisheries and Water Recreation Committee, was awarded a Churchill Fellowship 
by the Winston Churchill Memorial Trust to enable him to study fishery problems 
and research in connection with Atlantic Salmon. He will be visiting the United 
States of America, Canada, and some European countries as part of his investi-
gations and tireless efforts in the interest of salmon conservation. 
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P A R T I I 
PARTICULARS OF STAFF 
(as at 31st March, 1968) 
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PART III 
INFORMATION AS TO WATER RESOURCES 
SECTION I. GENERAL REVIEWS 
During the twelve months under review the work has largely been of a routine 
character without any critical decisions becoming necessary or made. Applications 
for new licences to abstract have been received and dealt with, involving detailed 
investigation and consideration. Work concerned with the enforcement of licence 
conditions has been done and there have been prosecutions for contravention of 
such conditions. 
In the second part of the year much work was put into the preparation of a 
Charging Scheme, meetings being held with the local committees of the British 
Waterworks Association and the Confederation of British Industry. 
Progess with the construction of new gauging stations has been rather slower 
than had been hoped. One station which was started in the previous year was 
completed, three more were commenced and completed and on another, work was 
in progress at the end of the year; all these were current meter stations. At the 
same time good progress has been made with the general work of rating existing 
stations and maintaining the rating curves through changes of stream section 
and in some cases of control. A large programme of gauging at sites other than 
those of the regular gauging stations has been carried through; in particular on the 
smaller streams and in times of low flow. Good progress has also been made in the 
conversion of staff gauges and recorders to metric units, this work being practically 
complete at the end of the year. 
Manchester Corporation commenced work during the year on their Ullswater 
Scheme. 
The West Cumberland Water Board had in progress during the year work in 
connection with their Third Crummock Supply by which they will be able to take 
an extra 4—5 million gallons per day from Crummock Water, dependant on the 
provision of the specified quantity of compensation water to the River Cocker. 
The South Cumberland Water Board decided to proceed with the augmenta-
tion of the supply of water from Ennerdale Lake, increasing the abstraction from 
8 million gallons per day to 14 million gallons per day for which they have 
existing powers. The Water Board also decided that this could be done without 
raising the level of the lake. This has led to considerable anxiety about the 
effect on the flow in the River Ehen. It is, however, hoped that discussions with 
the Water Board may lead to beneficial adjustments of the compensation flows. 
The Authority had under consideration the need to provide extra water 
for industry in West Cumberland. The assessment of this need has been very 
difficult and there appears to be some divergence of opinion as to whether it would 
be wise to encourage large water using industries to come to this part of Cumber-
land. This is a development area and the Authority realises that the provision of 
abundant water could be of paramount importance. With this in mind a decision 
was made to proceed with the investigation into the possible methods of augment-
ing the flow of the River Derwent. 
The Northern Technical Working Party set up by the Water Resources 
Board and of which the Chief Engineer is a member, continued their investigations 
into the demand for water and the water resources in the North of England. The 
final report on the water resources of the North is expected during the coming 
year. 
SECTION 2. PERIODICAL SURVEYS. 
The Water Resources Board have intimated that the first survey required 
under Section 14 of the Water Resources Act 1963, should be completed by the 
30th September 1969. Some work has already been done on this survey by the 
Authority's Consulting Engineers, Messrs. R. H. Cuthbertson & Associates, Edin-
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burgh; this work will be continued through the coming year by the Consulting 
Engineers together with Members of the Authority's Hydrological Staff. 
SECTION 3. HYDROMETRIC SCHEMES 
At the 31st March, 1968, the following 
River Eden—Sheepmount, Carlisle 
River Eden—Warwick Bridge 
River Eden—Temple Sowerby 
River Derwent—Camerton 
River Derwent—Ouse Bridge 
River Esk (Border)—Netherby 
River Irthing—Greenholme 
River Eamont—Udford 
River Lowther—Eamont Bridge 
River Irt—Strands 
River Cocker—Southwaite 
gauging stations were in operation:— 
Grid Ref: NY/390 571 
Grid Ref: NY/471 567 
Grid Ref: NY/604 283 
Grid Ref: NY/037 305 
Grid Ref: NY/198 321 
Grid Ref: NY/390 718 
Grid Ref: NY/487 583 
Grid Ref: NY/575 305 
Grid Ref: NY/525 285 
Grid Ref: NY/130 038 
Grid Ref: NY/131 281 
Grid Ref: NY/378 467 
The following gauging station was under construction:-
River Caldew—Holm Hill 
All these are current meter stations with continuous water level recording 
by both autographic and punched tape recorders. The punched tapes from all 
these gauging stations are passed to the Water Resources Board for processing. 
It was hoped to have instruments installed for the climatological stations. 
This has, however, been deferred until suitable instruments are tested and available. 
In this connection a close contact was maintained with the Hydrological Research 
Unit at Wallingford who have done a good deal of development work. 
SECTION 4. INVESTIGATION OF WATER IN UNDERGROUND STRATA 
Investigations of water in underground strata have been confined to the south-
west of the area. Further consideration was given to the possibility of obtaining 
reliable supplies from the old iron ore mines in West Cumberland, but it was finally 
decided that the supply of water from this source was uncertain, that much of the 
water was derived from surface sources which could be depleted by taking water 
from underground, and that the quality of such water was certainly suspect. 
It seemed that a much more likely source of water would be the triassic 
sandstones south of Whitehaven. The geological Section of the Water Resources 
Board have collaborated with the Authority's hydrological department and have 
decided where test borings could be made with some confidence of success. It was 
intended to prepare a scheme under Section 18 of the Water Resources Act and 
to submit this to the Water Resources Board for approval. 
SECTION 5. MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE FLOWS 
Consideration has been given to the assessment of a minimum acceptable flow 
for the River Derwent, but at the end of the period under review no definite 
conclusions had been reached. The Authority has not submitted any draft state-
ment under Section 19 of the Water Resources Act. 
SECTION 6. RESEARCH & EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A description was given in the last Annual Report of the Coal Burn experi-
mental catchment study. This is situated in the Upper Catchment of the River 
Irthing and has been commenced by the Hydrological Research Unit of the National 
Environment Research Council for the purpose of measurement of storm run-offs 
and the relationship with rainfall for various degrees of afforestation from a virgin 
area to full tree growth. The study is being serviced by the Authority and is now in 
full operation. 
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Variations were made to eight licences. These increased the annual licensed 
quantities for industry by 50,440,000 gallons, public water supply by 4,000,000 
gallons and miscellaneous by 23,000 gallons. 
(b) Impounding Licences. 
No licences were issued during the year. 
SECTION 8. CONSERVATION WORKS 
The Authority have been much concerned with the necessity to augment the 
flow of the River Derwent. As reported in the last Annual Report the Authority's 
Consulting Engineers—Messrs. R. H. Cuthbertson & Associates of E d i n b u r g h -
presented a report in February 1967. In this it was recommended that considera-
tion should be given to a limited control of Bassenthwaite Lake together with the 
provision of a tidal weir at Workington. The possibilities of using one of the 
tributary valleys of the River Derwent as a regulating reservoir was also suggested. 
A meeting was held in June with representatives of local authorities, Ministries, 
and other interested bodies when the report was discussed and reactions noted. 
The Authority decided to instruct the Consulting Engineers to proceed with the 
necessary site investigations and surveys and at the same time consider the possi-
bilities of a regulating reservoir on the River Caldew and the use of water therefrom 
to augment the flow of the River Derwent. 
Subsequently contracts were let for trial boring, seismic surveys and aerial 
surveys. This work was still in progress at the end of the period under review, 
but it was expected that Messrs. R. H. Cuthbertson & Associates would be in a 
position to give a full report with definite recommendations by the summer of 
1968. 




SECTION 10. RECREATIONAL FACILITIES. 
No reservoir or lake is owned or managed by the Authority. 
SECTION 11. CHARGES 
Details of the Interim Charging Scheme under Section 62 of the Water 
Resources Act, 1963, were included in the Annual Report for the year ended 31st 
March, 1967. The basic rate of charge for 1967/68 remained at per 1,000 
gallons. 
The Authority prepared a Charging Scheme under Section 58 of the Act and 
this was submitted to the Ministry of Housing and Local Government in February 
1968. A number of objections were made against the Scheme and no decision had 
been given by the end of the year. 
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SECTION 12. GENERAL REVIEW OF RAINFALL & RIVER FLOW 
The total rainfall for the twelve months ending 31st March, 1968, was above 
the average; this being the third successive period of twelve months with above 
average rainfall. During the year ending 31st December 1967, the average rainfall 
over a great part of the area was 120% of the 1916—1950 average with portions 
having an excess of more than 30%- May was exceedingly wet so that most 
reservoirs were overflowing at the beginning of the summer. September and 
October were also months of heavy rain. There were no dry months; the longest 
dry spell being in the second half of June. April 1967 was also fairly dry as was 
February 1968. As a result of the amount and incidence of rainfall, river levels 
were rarely low and for long periods bank full conditions were experienced. Floods 
were general in October with severe flooding generally on the 17th. 
Following the longer dry spell in February and early March rain occurred in 
the third week in March culminating in very heavy rain on the 22nd and 23rd 
particularly in the Upper Eden Catchment. This rain together with a rapid melt 
of snow on the higher fells caused a rapid rise in the River Eden which resulted 
in the most severe floods in the Eden Valley for very many years. 
The Floods experienced during the year are described in detail in Part IV, 
Section 4. 
Graphs are appended showing river flows in the River Derwent at Camer-
ton, the River Esk at Netherby and the River Eden at Warwick Bridge for the year 
ending 31st March, 1968. Also appended is a graph showing the flow in the 
River Eden at Warwick Bridge for the year ending 31st March, 1967. It was not 
possible to include this in the Second Annual Report because of difficulties with 
the stage-discharge curve. 
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RAINFALL AT SELECTED STATIONS APRIL 1967—MARCH 1968 
PART IV 
LAND DRAINAGE 
SECTION 1. CAPITAL WORKS 
(i) G R A N T AIDED I M P R O V E M E N T SCHEMES IN PROGRESS 
DURING T H E Y E A R 
(a) RIVER WAMPOOL P A R T III 
Work on this scheme, for the improvement of 2f miles of the River Wampool 
between Micklethwaite and Crofton was completed in September at a cost of 
£10,660, a supplementary estimate of £1,152 having been approved for grant-aid 
in August. In October, shortly after the work was completed, a succession of 
abnormal floods occurred which caused severe damage to several lengths of bank. 
The Ministry's Regional Engineer was prepared to recommend that grant-aid 
should be given for the necessary remedial work and subsequently an estimate of 
£2,977 was approved. Remedial work commenced during March, this being the 
earliest opportunity because of bad site conditions. 
(b) R I V E R CALDEW (CARLISLE) 
Work on this scheme was finally completed in July at a total cost of £5,041. 
Scour which had commenced round the footings of the piers of South Vale Foot-
bridge, at the upstream end of the scheme, was caused by an increased flow velocity 
through the bridge induced by an accumulation of gravel upstream of the bridge. 
The gravel was excavated and placed between existing breakwaters in the right 
bank, stone was placed round the piers and a stone-filled gabion check-dam was 
constructed across the channel downstream of the bridge. No further scour has 
been experienced. 
(c) MAWBRAY BECK 
Approval for grant-aid for this scheme was received from the Ministry in June 
and work commenced in August. The scheme provides for the improvement of 
Mawbray Beck, near Mawbray, from near the outfall into the Solway Firth, to the 
main river limit, near Newtown, a distance of about 2 miles. The watercourse is 
being widened and considerably regraded to allow field tile drainage to be carried 
out. Three highway culverts are to be reconstructed or re-routed, one of which 
was done before 31st March. Continuous bank toe timber revetment is necessary 
because of the very unstable nature of the sub-soil. 
The estimated cost of the work is £14,349, which includes £4,737 for the high-
way culverts. Expenditure to 31st March was £4,383. 
(ii) FUTURE WORKS APPROVED IN PRINCIPLE 
As mentioned in the previous Annual Report, Schemes for the River Lyvennet 
near Cliburn, and for Swindale Beck, near Brough, were approved in principle 
in 1966. A scheme for the River Lyvennet, estimated to cost £5,492, was con-
sidered by the Land Drainage Committee in January when it was agreed that in 
view of the economic situation, further consideration be deferred for 12 months. 
The Swindale Beck Scheme has not yet been prepared. 
The Scheme to provide a flood relief arch at Rosthwaite Bridge over Stone-
thwaite Beck in Borrowdale has not yet reached fruition. The County Surveyor's 
Department of Cumberland County Council are working on the design of a recon-
structed bridge with an increased capacity rather than a flood relief arch. An 
amount of £12,500 has been included in the Authority's estimates for 1968/69 for 
this work. 
The Land Drainage Committee has recommended that a scheme for the 
improvement of the River Waver between Waverbridge and Waverton be prepared 
for possible commencement in 1969/70. 
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The need for grant-aided schemes in the Authority's area has been largely 
met in previous years and at present there appear to be few places where new 
schemes could be promoted. The result is, therefore, that there are no further 
schemes at present under consideration. However, this does not preclude the 
possibility of schemes which might arise, as a result of unusual or unprecedented 
flooding, from being considered. 
SECTION 2. MAINTENANCE 
(a) N O R T H WESTERN A R E A 
R I V E R WAMPOOL 
The excavation of a length of hard pan from the bed and the removal of silt 
deposits from the banks downstream of the Carlisle-Silloth railway, commenced in 
the previous February, were completed during May. 
Dredging of the channel upstream of Crofton Bridge began in October and 
was almost complete to Curthwaite Bridge at the end of the year. Considerable 
easing of tight bends and associated toe revetment was also done. 
The usual weed-cutting, repair of surface drains, etc., has been done during 
the year. 
RIVER WAVER 
A breach in the left floodbank near Raby, caused by the tidal flood in Febru-
ary, 1967, was repaired in April. 
Dredging of the channel between Abbey Town and Lessonhall, in progress 
during the previous year, continued through the year and was completed in Febru-
ary. 
Gravel accumulations were removed from the channel between Lessonhall and 
Waverbridge during the summer. 
The 1966/67 winter floods caused considerable damage to the unstable length 
of channel between Waverbridge and Waverton. A tractor-shovel commenced 
work in July moving shoals and placing fallen trees into erosions to help stabilise 
the fill. Before the work was completed the October flood caused more damage, 
particularly just upstream of Waverton. Subsequently heavy limestone pitching 
and stone-filled gabions were placed as protection to the worst lengths of scour. 
This particular work was completed in December, but was followed up in January 
and February with the construction of a gabion check-dam which is intended to 
check the movement of gravel downstream. 
There are about 50 miles of small main river in the North-Western Area which 
receive annual maintenance to a greater or lesser extent. Most of this length is 
within internal drainage districts. They have received attention as usual during 
the year, dragline excavators being used in some cases. A tractor-mounted excava-
tor with a full circle slew was purchased early in the year and this, together with a 
tractor-mounted grass trimmer, has improved the rate at which this type of main-
tenance can be done. 
Several lengths of watercourses were treated with chemical weed killer and 
grass-growth retarder, with beneficial results. Aquacide was used on about 4 miles 
of small river to kill non-emergent weeds but weather conditions were not favour-
able and there was only moderate success generally. 
(b) CENTRAL A R E A 
NEWLANDS BECK 
Large breaches in both banks opposite Thornthwaite were repaired during 
the year, the remoteness of the site near the head of Bassenthwaite Lake making 
access particularly difficult. Following a decision to set back the floodbanks and 
create a berm, work commenced in the Autumn on this work on the right bank 
downstream of Bog House, Braithwaite. The work includes the installation of new 
continuous toe revetment. Reasonable progress was made during the winter, but 
much damage was caused by the large March flood and repair work was in progress 
at the end of the year. 
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NADDLE BECK 
Following a decision not to proceed with an improvement for this watercourse, 
the length of about miles between Naddle and Dale Bottom was well cleaned 
by dragline excavator between August and December. The upstream 0.75 mile up 
to Roughow, which is contained between stone walls, was cleaned by J.C.B. excava-
tor in December and January. 
RIVER GLENDERAMACKIN 
The work of raising floodbanks and repairs in progress at the end of last year 
were resumed and completed in May. 
ST. JOHNS BECK 
The flood of 24th March caused a large breach in the left bank near Bramcrag. 
Repair work began immediately with the construction of a new gabion wall. The 
work was still in progress at the end of March. 
RIVER MARRON 
The channel between Whitekeld and Red How was cleared of accumulated 
gravel during the summer. 
Other work done during the year in this area included the usual weed clear-
ance and bank repairs of smaller rivers, and the emptying of gravel traps where 
necessary. 
(c) SOUTH WESTERN AREA 
No mechanical plant was used in this area until September when a dragline 
excavator began cleaning Eskmeals Beck at Langley culvert. This work was 
finished in November. Other work has consisted of routine maintenance of banks, 
using gabions and pitching stone where necessary, weed cutting of the smaller 
channels and brushing of banks. 
(d) EASTERN AREA 
RIVER EDEN 
The channel near Langford Farm, Warcop, was re-aligned through a large 
gravel shoal in June, July and August. 
The right bank of the newly excavated channel at White Brackens, Nateby, 
was damaged in several places. In September and October the bank was re-
formed where necessary and reinforced with pitching stone. 
A very large accumulation of silt had gathered on the right bank in front of 
the steel sheet piling opposite the River Caldew outfall at Edenside, Carlisle, and 
willow trees were growing in the silt forming a considerable restriction to flood 
flows. A dragline excavator commenced the removal of the silt in December and 
work was still in progress at the end of the year. 
General maintenance on other lengths of the River Eden was carried out 
during the year. 
RIVER CALDEW 
During April and May a tractor-shovel re-aligned the channel through a very 
large gravel shoal upstream of Holme Head, Carlisle. Spoil was placed in a large 
erosion in the right bank which was subsequently toe-revetted. A new length of 
right floodbank was then constructed. 
A length of floodbank opposite Stead McAlpin's Mill, Cummersdale, where 
groynes were constructed several years ago, had been damaged. The groynes were 
replaced with continuous gabion toe revetment. This work was done in May and 
June. 
Limestone pitching was placed as protection to scour at the ends of the cascade 
at the upstream end of the improvement in Carlisle in August. 
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GOLDRILL AND KIRKSTONE BECKS 
Bank repairs on both these mountain streams have been carried out at various 
times during the year following periods of heavy rain. 
RIVER LYVENNET 
Work began in August on fairly extensive repairs to both banks downstream 
of Dairy Bridge, Maulds Meaburn, using pitching stone and quarry waste. The 
work was suspended in October because of bad site conditions. 
BRUNSTOCK BECK 
Weed growth in the watercourse was prolific during the summer and a hired 
J.C.B. followed by a dragline excavator were used for clearance until very high 
water in October completely stopped the work. In November a dragline excavator 
re-commenced work dredging the channel and at the end of the year was within a 
short distance of main river limit. 
Other work done during the year in this area included the usual weed clearance 
and bank repairs of smaller rivers, and the emptying of gravel traps where neces-
sary. 
SECTION 3. WORK IN INTERNAL DRAINAGE DISTRICTS 
ADMINISTERED BY THE AUTHORITY 
1. WAVER AND WAMPOOL DISTRICT 
All but about 5 miles of the 90 miles of scheduled watercourses were cleaned 
during the year. Repairs to revetment and bridges were done where necessary-
Increasing trouble is being experienced by slipping banks, no doubt caused by the 
effect of wet weather on the spoil accumulated close to the watercourses by years 
of hand cleaning. 
Once again the weed spraying programme was restricted by unsatisfactory 
weather conditions. 
Tewfit Sough Improvement Scheme, estimated cost £2,314, commenced in 
July and was substantially complete by the Autumn when wet weather stopped 
work. A resumption had not been possible by the end of the year. 
Finglandrigg Sough Improvement Scheme, estimated cost £5,804, commenced 
in February and reasonable progress was being made at the end of the year. 
2. ALLONBY BAY AND RIVER ELLEN DISTRICT 
The usual cleaning and weed cutting was done during the year on the six miles 
of scheduled watercourses. One watercourse, about 0.5 mile long, was added to the 
schedule during the year. 
3. UPPER DERWENT DISTRICT 
Bank repairs in Coledale Beck, Braithwaite, were done in May. 
Tom Rudd Beck, near Westray Farm, Embleton, was cleaned by J.C.B. excava-
tor in October. 
Sandy Beck, near Low Rogerscale, was cleaned by J.C.B. excavator in October 
and November. 
Some work was done on Littlethwaite Sough in March. 
4. RIVER MARRON DISTRICT 
Because of the extremely low rateable value of this district and conse-
quently very small allocation which could be made for maintenance purposes, the 
Authority decided that no maintenance work should be done during the year under 
review. 
5. BRUNSTOCK BECK DISTRICT 
The only scheduled watercourse in this district, Whitrigg Sough, was cleaned 
by tractor-mounted digger in November and December. This is much later than 
is usual, but the normal weed growth had been dealt with most effectively by treat-
ment with Aquacide herbicide, which destroys the non-emergent weeds. 
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SECTION 4. FLOODS 
17th October, 1967 
The latter half of September was generally wet throughout the area, most of 
the rivers maintaining fairly high levels. These conditions obtained up to 16th 
October when there was heavy rain generally. Many rivers were in flood on 17th 
October and considerable areas of agricultural land were flooded. Levels receded 
quickly and the land was clear again within 24 hours, except in the Waver and 
Wampool areas, where flooding persisted for some three days. This flooding caused 
damage to many of the Authority's land drainage works, flood embankments being 
breached and newly excavated channels being badly scoured. No reports were 
received of loss of farm stock, but small acreages of potatoes were spoiled in various 
places. 
23rd-24th March, 1968 
Although flooding occurred throughout the Authority's area on these dates, 
everything was eclipsed by the flood in the Eden Valley. Comparisons with earlier 
floods are always difficult, but the maximum level at the Eden Bridge, Carlisle, was 
an inch or so higher than the highest level marked there - that of 8th December, 
1856. This is the more remarkable considering the reduction in flood levels 
achieved by the improvement of the channel downstream in 1949-52. At Willow 
Holme Power Station, Carlisle, the river level was 2 ft. higher than the most recent 
large flood of October, 1954. In Appleby records are not exact, but the flood was 
said to be the highest within living memory. 
Rainfall was negligible from the middle of February until 13th March, but 
was then persistent until 26th March, terminating with continuous rain for about 
26 hours when 2 inches was precipitated generally, and fairly uniformly, over a 
large part of the catchment. Snow also covered much of the upper catchment in 
the fells and a rapid melt of snow accompanied the final precipitation, these com-
bined circumstances no doubt being the cause of the flood. 
The damage caused by the flood was very considerable. During the evening 
of 23rd March, considerable areas of farm land and the road between Kirkby 
Stephen and Warcop were flooded. During the night of 23rd/24th March more 
than 200 premises in Appleby were flooded. The main A.66 trunk road was 
covered by about 4 ft. of water and the Police Station was evacuated. 
Continuing downstream through the night and the early morning of 24th 
March, the flood damaged hundreds of acres of farmland, depositing large quanti-
ties of sand on the fields. Langwathby Bridge, which carries the Penrith-Alston 
A.686 trunk road, was demolished. 
The peak of the flood at the Warwick Bridge gauging station was estimated 
to be at about 6-30 a.m. on 24th March and to have reached between 
40,000 and 43,000 cusecs. The recorder ceased to function as the maximum 
level was 2 ft. above the station floor. Fortunately the peak of the Irthing 
flood had passed before the Eden peak reached the confluence, otherwise 
conditions between here and Carlisle, and in Carlisle itself, would no doubt have 
been worse than they in fact were. Downstream of the Irthing confluence valuable 
farm land was again covered with water and left later with thick coverings of sand 
and debris. Near Crosby-on-Eden a privately owned floodbank was breached and 
over-topped and a large area of arable land flooded. At the Sheepmount Gauging 
Station, Carlisle, the flood was estimated to have reached a flow of about 50,000 
cusecs. 
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In Carlisle damage was very extensive in two areas, the residential district in 
the Warwick Road area and the industrial area of Willow Holme and Caldewgate. 
Flood water penetrated further up Warwick Road than had previously been known. 
The recently developed industrial estate at Willow Holme was completely inundated 
and damage estimated at £250,000 was caused. Water was also deep in Church 
Street west of Caldew Bridge where Carr's biscuit works, a large timber yard and 
other smaller businesses were affected. The Willow Holme and Caldewgate area 
flooding was caused by backing up of water from the Eden into the Caldew where 
banks were overtopped. Fortunately the River Caldew peak, which was not 
unusually high, was passed the previous evening. 
This flood occurred very near to the end of the year under review, but there 
is no doubt that the Authority will have to investigate the causes of the flooding 
and will have to take a very active part in the efforts to alleviate similar floods and 
to mitigate their effects. 
SECTION 5. DRAINAGE CHARGES 
No action has been taken by the Authority under Part I of the Land Drainage 
Act, 1961. 





I. G E N E R A L R E P O R T ON T H E SALMON, T R O U T AND FRESHWATER 
FISHERIES 
1. SALMON A N D SEA T R O U T 
(a) River Eden District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon: 15th January to 14th October 
Sea Trout: 1st April to 14th October 
The total of 741 rod caught salmon for this year is the lowest since 1946 and 
is very much smaller than last year's record total of 2,333. The chief reason for 
the poor catch by rod and line this year is no doubt due to the fish disease out-
break, which deterred many anglers from fishing particularly during the Spring 
and Autumn when the disease was rife. This is borne out by the monthly catches 
in these periods which show a marked reduction. 
From the returns made by Nets and Fixed Engines it appears that this year 
the grilse runs were perhaps smaller than last year and this most likely accounts 
for the fall in the total catch by these instruments this season. 
While the total number of fish caught by rod and line and nets and fixed 
engines has fallen, the average weight of fish has increased to 13.82 lb. for rods 
and 11.43 lb. for nets and engines. 
Conditions at the start of the season were not good. Water levels were low 
and the weather cold. Only 16 fish were reported caught on the opening day of 
the season compared with 45 last year. Due to the high water levels at the start 
of January fish moved upstream and salmon were reported taken above Arma-
thwaite on the opening day. 
At the end of January river levels were again high and the runs of fish coming 
into the river moved well upstream and during the second half of January the bulk 
of salmon taken were grassed in the Armathwaite-Lazonby area. During February 
and the beginning of March the level of the Eden fluctuated considerably and severe 
floods occurred. When the water level dropped in early March, fishing improved 
and better catches were reported. Several fish were taken in the Langwathby area, 
an unusual occurrence at that time of the year. 
River levels were more settled from the middle of March until the middle of 
April and salmon fishing on the Eden showed a great improvement, fish being 
taken mainly from the middle reaches. Fishing in the Carlisle area had been poor 
since the season opened, due to the water conditions, fish entering the river being 
able to move unchecked through the lower reaches and providing poor sport for 
anglers in this area. 
From the middle of April onwards the level of the river fell and remained low 
until the middle of May and salmon fishing as a result was very poor. In the middle 
of May there was a welcome rise in level, but this was followed by a period of 
prolonged high water which hampered fishing, but enabled a run of fish to enter 
the river and these moved well upstream. It was reported that fresh fish were 
taken during this time from beats as far upstream as Lazonby. The river did not 
clear and become settled until the first week of June when the river then fished well, 
Sea trout also entered the Eden on this high water and moved well up the river. 
Sea trout were taken as far upstream as Armathwaite which is earlier than is usual. 
These fish were noticed to keep to the Eden more than usual and not to move into 
the Irthing as is normally the case. 
The river was low during the last two weeks of June and the first two weeks 
of July. During this time salmon fishing was very quiet. Sea trout, however, 
provided good sport to anglers in the Carlisle area and the lower reaches of the 
Eden. There was a slight rise in water in the middle of July which improved 
angling, but the river soon dropped again. 
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At the end of July and the beginning of August river levels were unsettled 
and the water badly discoloured by soil washed down from the Motorway work-
ings on the Eamont and Lowther. High water conditions prevailed during the 
second half of August and these curtailed fishing. There were, however, good runs 
of grilse and sea trout moving into the river during these two weeks. The high 
water conditions continued into the first week of September when the water cleared 
and angling conditions improved and salmon were taken from most stretches from 
Carlisle to Eamont Foot. Water levels again dropped, but fresh water during the 
last week of September again improved conditions. During the whole of October 
the river was in flood and the season finished very quietly due to the high water. 
These high water levels continued well into November. 
As a result of the salmon disease very few redds, particularly of the spring 
salmon were observed, and the restrictions imposed by the Foot and Mouth Disease 
outbreak prevented the normal redd count being carried out. 
The number of season salmon rod licences (exclusive of general licences) fell 
sharply from 493 for last year to 405 for this year and the number of seven day 
and daily licences fell from 1,649 for 1966 to 869 for 1967. Revenue from salmon 
licences fell from £5,849 for 1966 to £4,668 for this year. 
(b) River Esk (Border) District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon: 1st February to 31st October 
Sea Trout: 1st April to 30th September 
The total of 238 rod caught salmon is the lowest yearly catch since 1961 and 
a sharp drop from the last year's total of 516. This is certainly the result of the 
salmon disease outbreak which deterred many anglers from fishing especially during 
the Spring and Autumn when the disease was at its worst. There was also a drop 
in the average weight of fish caught from 12.11 lb. for last year to 10.85 lb. for 
this season. 
In spite of good angling conditions at the opening of the season, catches were 
poor, only six fish being taken compared with 26 on the opening day last year. 
During February, river levels dropped and water conditions were not good for 
fishing. In the last week of February and the first week of March the Border Esk 
was in flood and exceptionally heavy runs of salmon were observed moving 
in the river and good catches were taken from beats as far upstream as Canonbie. 
River levels from the middle of March to the Middle of April were at a good 
fishing height and after the slow start at the beginning of the season sport was 
much improved. A fish of 23 lb. was taken from the Langholm stretch during this 
period. Several good runs of salmon were observed entering the Esk over this 
period and fish were also seen moving into the Liddle. Sea trout were also seen 
moving in the Esk and the lower reaches of the Liddle. 
From the middle of April until the middle of May rivers were low. A rise in 
water then took place, this enabled further runs of fish to enter the river and 
improved angling conditions. The fresh water continued for a fortnight and 
during this time catches of salmon and sea trout were very good. 
The river levels dropped at the beginning of June and remained low until 
the middle of July, salmon fishing was consequently poor. Sea trout fishing, 
especially at night, provided anglers with good sport. 
At the beginning of August the rivers were in flood and several good runs 
of grilse were observed entering the Esk. During the second week of August the 
rivers cleared and sport was good; good catches of grilse, sea trout and herling 
being reported taken. The river was high for the remainder of August and 
for the first week of September and sport was again good. Large numbers of 
salmon and sea trout were again seen moving in the rivers. The levels of the 
rivers then fell quite quickly and remained low until the end of September. 
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Throughout the whole of October river conditions were very unsettled, rivers 
being flooded for most of the time. During the month fish moved well upstream, 
by the end of the month the sea trout were moving on to the spawning grounds. 
The first week of November saw the rivers clearing, sea trout were then observed 
spawning in large numbers. A few salmon had also moved on to the spawning 
redds and odd fish were commencing to spawn. For the remainder of November 
and the first half of December the rivers slowly fell and by the end of November 
salmon spawning was in full swing. 
The numbers of spawning fish, both salmon and sea trout, seen this year was 
about average, though no actual count was made due to the outbreak of Foot and 
Mouth Disease. 
Netting on the Border Esk was carried out again this year and the total catch 
was 64 fish compared with 125 for last year. 
The number of season salmon rod licences (exclusive of general licences) issued 
this year fell to 98 as compared with 144 for 1966. Seven day and daily licences 
also fell, 530 were issued this year compared with 592 for 1966. Revenue from 
salmon licences fell to £868 compared with £1,142 for last year. 
(c) River Ellen District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon: 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout: 3rd April to 31st October 
The numbers of migratory fish entering the River Ellen continued to improve. 
It was unfortunate that the disease outbreak occurred at this time, when runs of 
salmon and sea trout are beginning to be re-established in this river. No doubt as 
a result of the disease, only 66 salmon were reported caught this season compared 
with 124 for last year. 92 salmon rod licences were issued this year, a slight drop 
from the 100 taken out by anglers in 1966. 
Migratory fish did not commence to enter the river until the end of May and 
it was not until the end of June and the beginning of July that salmon or sea trout 
entered the river in any great numbers. 
(d) River Derwent District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon: 1st April to 31st October. 
Sea Trout: 3rd April to 31st October. 
This year's total of salmon caught by rod and line showed a marked fall com-
pared with last year's catch. Only 948 salmon being taken this year as against 
1,658 for last season. No doubt this was due to the fish disease which deterred 
many anglers from fishing. The season's catch by nets and fixed engines was 762, 
a slight improvement on last year and the best since 1963. 
Water levels were low at the start of the season and consequently sport was 
poor, although a few fish moved into the river during March. The level of the 
river rose at the beginning of May and remained high for most of the month, several 
small runs of salmon entering the river during this period. These fish moved 
quickly upstream and fresh run fish were caught in the upper Derwent towards the 
end of the month. At the end of May river levels started falling and were low 
until the middle of June. 
From mid June until the middle of July rivers were generally high and further 
runs of fish moved into the river. Again these fish ran straight through the lower 
and middle reaches. During this time the best catches were taken from the upper 
Derwent and the River Greta, where, at the end of July, 25 fish were reported 
taken in three days. Several of the fish were reported to have had sea lice still 
on them. 
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Sport on the lower reaches improved during the first three weeks of August 
when good catches of salmon and grilse were reported from the Cockermouth and 
Workington areas. Sea trout were not observed in any great numbers and rela-
tively few of these fish had been caught by this time. 
At the beginning of September the Derwent and its tributaries were in flood, 
but conditions improved when the water dropped during the second week of the 
month. Good catches were reported from the Derwent and good runs of salmon 
were observed moving in the lower reaches; sea trout were still scarce. 
Angling conditions were unsettled for the remainder of the season with river 
levels fluctuating from day to day. Further runs of fish moved into the river during 
this time and were observed moving well upstream. Very high river levels pre-
vailed throughout the whole of October and few fish were taken by anglers except 
on the Cocker which fished well during the last few days of the season. 
The high water conditions continued into November and fish moved on to the 
spawning grounds. While no complete count of redds was possible, it was obvious 
that good numbers of salmon were spawning, but sea trout tended to be below their 
usual numbers. 
There was a drop in the number of season salmon rod licences issued this 
year to 431 compared with 526 for 1966. The number of seven day licences also 
fell slightly to 216 compared with 236 for last year. The revenue from salmon 
licences fell from £2,723 for 1966 to £2,343 for 1967. 
(e) South West Cumberland District 
Angling Season: 
Salmon: 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout: 3rd April to 31st October 
There was a further drop in the number of salmon caught by rod and line 
this year to 429 as compared with last year's total of 723; the average weight of 
the fish taken this season also fell to 7.39 lb. 
It was not until the end of April that migratory fish started to enter the rivers 
in this district, although the river levels had been good at the beginning of the month. 
While rivers were low at the end of April and the beginning of May, there was 
plenty of fresh water in them until the end of May. 
A few salmon entered the Ehen and the Irt during May, but the fish tended to 
stay in the lower reaches. 
Apart from the River Ehen, which had small runs of fish during the latter half 
of June, migratory fish did not enter the other rivers in South West Cumberland 
in any numbers until the first two weeks of July. During this period the Ehen 
and the Irt provided the best sport, but even then catches were limited to a small 
number of grilse and sea trout. 
It was not until the beginning of September that sufficient water came into the 
rivers to improve angling conditions to any great extent. During the first two 
weeks of September sport improved and salmon were reported taken from all 
rivers, the River Irt was reported to have provided the best sport during this time. 
Although the rivers had fresh water at times until the end of September, few fish 
were taken, although fish entered the rivers on these freshets. 
Rivers were high during the whole of October and sport improved in all rivers 
and the season finished well. 
During the first half of November the river levels fluctuated continuously and 
then fell and remained rather low until the latter half of December when levels 
again rose. Sea trout were reported to have been scarce on the spawning grounds, 
but on the other hand salmon were observed spawning in large numbers. 
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In common with other districts there was a fall in the number of season 
salmon rod licences issued this year, 1,143 being issued for 1967 compared with 
1,539 for 1966. The number of seven day licences also fell to 536 for this year 
compared with 626 for last season. The revenue from salmon licences fell to 
£3,388 for 1967 as against £4,446 for 1966. In this district a salmon licence is 
required to fish for sea trout, whereas in the remainder of the Authority's area these 
fish may be taken on a trout licence. 
2. BROWN TROUT 
While the disease, which primarily affected migratory fish, was found to be 
affecting a small percentage of trout, this did not affect trout fishing to any great 
extent. 
Once the weather conditions became more settled trout fishing throughout the 
area provided good sport to anglers. The best trout fishing undoubtedly being 
found in the River Eden and its tributaries. The Lakes again fished well and 
several large trout were reported taken. 
The trout fishing continues to attract a very large number of visiting anglers, 
especially to the Lakes. 
During the spawning season large numbers of trout were observed spawning 
in the tributary streams. 
3. FRESHWATER FISH 
Licences are not issued by the Authority to fish for freshwater fish. The 
Authority encourages the removal of coarse fish from the rivers in the area, which 
are primarily game fish rivers. For this reason many riparian owners have allowed 
visiting anglers to fish their waters for this purpose. Only coarse fish are taken 
and in the past these have generally been kept alive and transported for restock-
ing purposes in other areas. Now that the area has been declared an Infected 
Area under the Diseases of Fish Act this cannot be done, as live fish cannot be 
moved out of the Area. It is hoped that owners will, however, continue to allow 
anglers to fish for coarse fish and so help to remove as many as possible of them 
from the rivers. 
4. FISH DISEASE 
During the past year all rivers in the Authority's Area were again affected by 
the salmon disease. The disease has now generally become known as Ulcerative 
Dermal Necrosis (U.D.N.). This name reflects the symptoms found on infected 
fish. 
This year a change in the pattern of the outbreak, from that observed last 
year has been seen. This year the majority of fish were found to be dying with 
the disease during the Spring and Autumn only. Very few fish were found dying 
during the Summer months. Examination of diseased fish in the laboratory and 
in the river showed them to be heavily infected with fungus during the Spring, late 
Autumn and Winter. During the Summer months, while fish were obviously 
infected, showing areas of ulceration on the head, body and fins, there was generally 
no fungus to be seen on these areas. From these observations it would seem that 
the fungus only grows below a certain critical temperature, above this, very little 
or no growth takes place. 
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Attempts to reproduce the disease in healthy fish have not so far been success-
ful. Injecting fish with bacteria isolated from diseased fish has on occasions 
resulted in the death of some fish due to general systematic infections developing. 
Injecting the fungus has resulted in fungus growth and necrosis of the tissue around 
the site of injection. In neither case have the symptoms of the disease been seen. 
It is thought that the bacteria and fungus isolated from the diseased fish are in fact 
secondary infections and not the cause of the ulcerated area. Efforts are con-
tinuing to isolate the causative organism and work is being carried out to prepare 
tissue cultures so that investigations can be made to determine if the disease is 
caused by a virus. The Authority wishes to record its appreciation of the help 
given by Dr. Davis and his staff at the Public Health Laboratory, Carlisle, in carry-
ing out much of the bacteriological work into the disease. 
From the observations that it has been possible to make as to the numbers of 
migratory fish spawning this season, it appears that fewer fish were seen spawning 
than in recent years. This fact was particularly noticeable in the case of the spring 
salmon in the River Eden and it is thought that very few of these fish survived to 
spawn. Sea trout runs have been reported to have been smaller this year. Whether 
this is due to the effects of the disease or to natural fluctuations is hard to say. The 
numbers of sea trout seen in the spawning areas this year are reported to be well 
down on previous years and this is particularly noticeable in the South West Cum-
berland Rivers. 
At the present time it is not possible to predict the long term effects of the 
disease on stocks of migratory fish in the area. It appears that ova from infected 
fish hatch naturally and that the alevins are not infected. While fewer fish may 
survive to spawn and there will be consequently less fry, there will be less com-
petition amongst these fry for food and a larger proportion of them will survive. 
This, it is hoped, will make good any loss that might occur through fewer fish 
spawning. 
The following numbers of diseased fish were removed from the rivers in the 
Area during the year. 
5,848 Salmon 1,306 Brown Trout 
1,270 Sea Trout 139 Parr 
696 Other fish mostly grayling 
5. FISH H A T C H E R Y 
(i) Salmon 
Due to the fish disease, U.D.N., a change had to be made in the method 
of obtaining ova for the hatchery. It was found that diseased fish could 
not be kept in the holding ponds at the hatchery until they were ready 
for stripping without heavy mortalities occurring. It was therefore decided 
to strip those fish that were ready for spawning on the river bank and 
transport the fertilised ova back to the Hatchery for incubating. As few 
fish could be obtained from the River Lowther this year, due to the small 
numbers of fish found in this river, salmon were netted from the Meggat 
Water, a tributary of the Border Esk, and from the Glenderamackin, a 
tributary of the River Greta. The restrictions on access to farm land 
imposed by the Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak meant that the collec-
tion of ova had to be stopped before all the ova that could have been 
accommodated in the Hatchery were obtained and only approximately 
420,000 ova were obtained. 
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(ii) Sea Trout 
236 hen fish and 60 cock fish obtained from the Border Esk and River 
Liddle systems were stripped. The average weight of the fish was 1.51b. 
and they yielded approximately 248,000 ova. The percentage of sal-
mon and sea trout ova hatching was one of the highest known and is 
estimated at over 98%. This has been thought due to less silting in the 
troughs this year due to the stream supplying the Hatchery flooding 
less frequently. The growth and development of the alevins was very 
satisfactory and the number that died was very small indeed. 
The following is a summary of the planting of fry undertaken and in-
tended from the Hatchery since 1960. 
*In addition to the above restockings this year, 15,000 salmon fry were given 
to the Cockermouth Angling Association and to the Egremont Angling Associa-




6. FISHERIES PROTECTION 
7. LICENCE DUTIES 
The Authority made application to the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food for confirmation of increased licence duties for certain nets and fixed engines. 
Objections were lodged against the proposals and a public inquiry was held on 
the 12th and 13th December, 1967. 
The Minister had not given his decision by 31st March, 1968. 
II. ESTIMATED NUMBER AND GROSS WEIGHT OF SALMON 
CAUGHT DURING THE SEASON 
No. Weight 
2,723 28,494 lbs. 





(a) With Nets and Fixed Engines 
(b) With Rod and Line 
Total Number of Salmon Licences 
Number of Returns Received 




VII. FISHERY RESEARCH 
In addition to the work carried out in connection with the fish disease, the 
following research was completed this year. 
(a) Scale Reading. As a result of the request made to anglers fishing the 
Border Esk and the River Eden during the season a total of 202 sets of salmon 
scales were returned together with complete details as to the length, weight, sex 
and date of capture of the fish. Of these 149 were from fish caught in the Eden 
and 53 from fish taken in the Border Esk. 
Unfortunately the great majority of scales were returned from fish caught 
during the early part of the season and this has meant that a comparison can only 
be made of the spring fish runs. The following tables give the results obtained 
from the examination of the scales returned. 
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TABLE I. 
COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF SMALL AND LARGE 
SPRING FISH 
TABLE II. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN T H E NUMBERS AND PERCENTAGE 
COMPOSITION AND AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF HEN AND COCK 
SPRING SALMON 
TABLE III. 
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF SPRING FISH 
LARGE SPRING FISH 
SMALL SPRING FISH 
TABLE IV. 
PERCENTAGE WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF COCK AND HEN SALMON 
(LARGE SPRING FISH) RIVER EDEN 
TABLE V. 
THE DIFFERENTIATION OF AGE CLASSES ACCORDING TO PARR AGE 
A T MIGRATION 
(a) River Eden 
TABLE VI. 
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF SPRING SALMON RUNS ACCORDING 
TO PARR AGE A T MIGRATION 
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As can be seen from the above tables there are differences in the composition 
of the spring salmon runs between the Border Esk and the River Eden (assuming 
that the sample of scales examined reflect the true composition of salmon stocks). 
Further studies will be necessary over the next four or five years to evaluate the 
significance of these differences and to ascertain how stocks vary from year to 
year in each river. It is, therefore, intended to continue this work over the next 
five years. During this time it is hoped that it will be possible to extend this work 
to cover other rivers in the Area. 
(b) Fish Tagging. No fish were tagged this year due to the continued outbreak 
of fish disease. 
(c) The Survival of Ova in Natural Redds. Due to the limitations on access 
to farm land, brought about by the outbreak of Foot and Mouth Disease last Winter 
and Spring, it was only possible to carry out a very limited amount of work into 
this matter. Nevertheless some useful results were obtained and these indicate 
that in rivers where there is an unstable bottom strata or silt is deposited, rather 
heavy mortalities can be expected amongst ova in the redds. 
(d) The Survival of Green and Eyed Ova in Artificial Restocking. Again 
owing to the Foot and Mouth Disease outbreak no work on this subject could be 
carried out. 
(e) The Amount and Time of Availability of Natural Food. During the year 
surveys were carried out on the River Lowther and two tributary streams, 
Force Beck and Swindale Beck, as to the amount of natural food and the time of 
the year these aquatic organisms become available to fry. The results obtained 
will be of value in deciding at what time of the year and what streams can best 
be used for restocking with fry. 
( f ) River Flows and Salmon Catches. Work has commenced on correlating 
river heights with optimum angling conditions. In this work, the change in the 
layout of the return made by anglers of salmon caught during the season has 
enabled daily salmon catches on each river to be compiled. While this work can 
only be done this year on the Eden and Derwent as these are the only two rivers 
where adequate river guagings are available for the whole season and sufficient fish 
were caught to produce adequate data. The extension of the Authority's river guag-
ing programme should enable this work to be extended to other rivers in the Area. 
(g) Future Research. As most of the research undertaken this year will have 
to be continued over the next few years if significant results are to be obtained, 
no further extensive subjects of research can be contemplated with the present 




RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT 
(a) RIVER EDEN DISTRICT 
(i) Rod and Line Salmon 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT—Continued. 
RIVER EDEN DISTRICT 
(ii) Nets and Fixed Engines Salmon 
(Exclusive of Haaf Nets up to and including 1955) 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT — CONTINUED 
(b) RIVER ESK (Border) DISTRICT. (To Scottish Border only). 
(i) Rod and Line Salmon 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT—Continued 
(c) RIVER DERWENT DISTRICT 
(i) Rod and Line Salmon 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT-Cont inued 
(d) SOUTH WEST CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
(i) Rod and Line Salmon 
APPENDIX 2. 
DIAGRAM SHOWING— 
Running five-year average of combined salmon catches for each district. 
PART VI 
PREVENTION OF POLLUTION 
SECTION 1.— QUALITY OF WATER. 
(1) Water quality in the majority of the rivers in the Authority's area con-
tinues to be "clean" to "fairly clean" according to the classification of river waters 
suggested by the Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal. The Rivers Eamont and 
Lowther which drain to the River Eden have been affected from time to time by 
drainage from motorway workings, including in one instance erosion of newly 
poured concrete from bridge foundation works. 
The River Petteril, which flows through part of the urban area of Carlisle 
before outfalling to the River Eden, has improved in quality as a result of the 
completion of a relief sewerage scheme which also caters for laundry effluent 
formerly discharged untreated to the river. In West Cumberland the Rivers Ehen 
and Keekle have benefited from the completion of the Cleator and District 
sewerage scheme and the abandonment of three small overloaded sewage works. 
Minor streams in this area have shown marked improvement on completion 
of the Northern Parishes comprehensive main drainage scheme of the Ennerdale 
Rural District Council. 
(2) Routine sampling of major rivers was carried out at quarterly intervals at 
the following selected non-tidal stations, and maximum, minimum and mean 
results of analysis are incorporated in the Appendix, pages 50-53. 
River Eden Eden Gate, Warcop. 
River Eden Appleby Bridge. 
River Eden Bolton Bridge, below Appleby. 
River Eamont Udford. 
River Eden Langwathby Bridge. 
River Eden Armathwaite Bridge. 
River Eden Warwick Bridge. 
River Petteril Above River Eden confluence. 
River Caldew Caldewgate Bridge, Carlisle. 
River Caldew Above River Eden confluence (Caldewgate). 
River Eden Above Carlisle Sewage Works. 
River Eden Below Carlisle Sewage Works. 
River Derwent Ouse Bridge. 
River Derwent Cockermouth Bridge. 
River Derwent Ribton Hall. 
River Derwent Workington Bridge. 
River Calder Calder Bridge. 
River Calder Calder Hall. 
River Ehen Ennerdale Bridge 
River Ehen Wath Brow. 
River Ehen Kersay Bridge, South of Egremont. 
River Ellen Bolton Gate. 
River Ellen Harriston. 
River Ellen Ellen Villa. 
River Ellen Dearham Bridge. 
River Wampool Laythes Bridge. 
River Waver Bolton Low Houses. 
River Waver Waverbridge. 
River Waver New Bridge, near Abbeytown. 
The number of sampling stations has been increased to 29 as compared with 
14 in the previous year. 
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SECTION 2—STANDARDS APPLIED TO EFFLUENTS 
The following qualitative standards are used by the Authority as a basis for 
assessing the acceptability of discharges of effluents to non-tidal waters, although 
local conditions are taken into account in determining the standards to be 
applied to any individual discharge and variations may be introduced in circum-
stances such as, for example, where dilution is shown to be minimal. 
1. Sewage Effluents. 
(a) Works providing full primary and secondary treatment. 
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 105° C shall not exceed 30 milligrammes 
per litre. 
(ii) Biochemical Oxygen demand, 5 days at 20 °C, shall not exceed 20 
milligrammes per litre. 
(b) Stormwater tanks at sewage works. 
Solids in suspension, dried at 105 °C, shall not exceed 100 milligrammes 
per litre. 
Additionally it is usual to require that a specific volume of sewage (often 
expressed as a multiple of the dry weather flow) shall pass for full 
treatment prior to any discharge being made. 
(c) Septic tank and filter installations. 
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exceed 60 milligrammes 
per litre. 
(ii) Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days at 200 C, shall not exceel 40 milli-
grammes per litre. 
2. Trade Effluents. 
Effluent quality is assessed in the light of local circumstances and in considera-
tion of the manufacturing processes involved. It is usual to limit some or all of 
the following: 
pH value (usually within the 5 to 9 range) temperature, solids in suspension, 
permanganate value (4 hours), biochemical oxygen demand and toxic sub-
stances. Where appropriate it is also required that oil or grease shall not be 
present. 
SECTION 3.—SAMPLES AND ANALYSES OF EFFLUENTS. 
The year under review is the first full year in which the Authority has main-
tained its own analytical service, and the improved flexibility in sampling pro-
gramme which has resulted has enabled a more comprehensive appraisal of local 
authority sewage works performance to be made. 
The following table gives particulars of the number of effluent samples 
analysed, and the classification given on the standards quoted in Section 2, together 
with comparative numbers for the previous two years. 
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The samples not classified were taken at intermediate stages of treatment in 
order to provide information for an assessment of treatment efficiency or as a basis 
for improved methods of treatment. In addition 321 samples of river water and 22 
samples of ground water were analysed and thus the total number of samples 
taken was 639, compared with 527 in 1966-7, and 394 in 1965-6. 
vSECTION 4—SEWAGE AND TRADE EFFLUENTS. 
The connection to sewer of laundry effluent which previously discharged to 
river is perhaps the most significant change of discharge during the year, following 
the completion of the Botcherby Relief Sewer in Carlisle. Undoubtedly the com-
missioning of new sewage works at Cleator and Parton in Ennerdale Rural 
District Council's area towards the end of the period will lead to much improved 
effluent discharges. The Cleator works receives trade effluents from a paper 
mill and textile factory which contain dye wastes and there has been a noticeable 
improvement as regards the colour of the effluent discharged. 
Thirty-three applications for consent under section 7 of the Rivers (Prevention 
of Pollution) Act, 1951, were received, which together with four outstanding from 
the previous year have been dealt with as follows:— 
No appeals have been lodged with the Ministry of Housing and Local Gov-
ernment under Section 6 of the Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act, 1961. 
SECTION 5.—REMEDIAL ACTION. 
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Wigton Rural District Council: 
Blencogo, Bromfield and 
Langrigg. Scheme deferred. 
Caldbeck/Hesket-New-
Market. Scheme deferred. 
Fletchertown. Scheme for reconstruction in pre-
paration. 
Once again the lack of progress in bringing to fruition the much delayed 
and urgently needed improvements in the Wigton Rural District Council's 
Aspatria sewage works has caused concern to the Authority. The scheme was 
prepared by Consulting Engineers in December 1965 but the Council and the 
Miilk Marketing Board had not agreed financial terms for trade effluent treat-
ment at the end of the year. 
SECTION 6. STATISTICS RELATING TO POLLUTION CONTROL. 
TABLE 1. DISCHARGES INTO STREAMS REQUIRING CONSENT 
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE 1951 ACT. 
TABLE 2. DISCHARGES INTO TIDAL WATERS REQUIRING CONSENT 
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE 1951 ACT AS EXTENDED BY 
SECTION 1 OF THE 1960 ACT. 
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TABLE 3. REVIEW OF CONDITIONS OF CONSENT UNDER SECTION 5 
OF THE 1961 ACT. 
TABLE 4. DISCHARGES INTO UNDERGROUND STRATA REQUIRING 
CONSENT UNDER SECTION 72 OF THE 1963 ACT. 
No consents were granted or refused during the year. 
SECTION 7. RESEARCH. 
No research has been undertaken during the past 12 months. 
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OTHER GENERAL INFORMATION 
SECTION 1. RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
The Authority has not provided or otherwise made available any recreational 
facilities on inland waters. Sailing, boating, water ski-ing, canoeing swimming, 
and angling are already established in the area. 
PART VIII 
INFORMATION ABOUT EXPENDITURE AND INCOME 
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PART VIII: INFORMATION 




ABOUT EXPENDITURE AND INCOME 
Revenue Accounts—Year ended 31st March, 1968 
1 
RESOURCES 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 1— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Countinued 
Continued 
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PART VIII: INFORMATION ABOUT EXPENDITURE 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on Loan and 
TABLE 
60 
AND INCOME (OTHER THAN FOR WATER RESOURCES) 
and Revenue Accounts—Year ended 31st March, 1968 
2 
61 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
Continued 
65 
Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Countinued 
Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 2— 
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Loan and Revenue Accounts—Continued 
Continued 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure on 
TABLE 1— 
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Particulars of Transactions during the year in respect of Capital Works 
TABLE 3 
Particulars of Transactions during the year in respect of Capital Works 
(OTHER THAN FOR WATER RESOURCES 
TABLE 5 
PRECEPTS O N (a) C O U N C I L A N D C O U N T Y B O R O U G H A N D 
(b) I N T E R N A L D R A I N A G E BOARDS 
TABLE 7 
LOAN STATEMENT 
